


Much of finding the perfect pair of frames depends upon the natural 
shape of your face. While there are dozens and dozens of different 
frames styles, each of them can either accent or draw attention away 
from your individual facial contours. This simple face shape guide for 
designer frames will show you the best option as a starting place for your 
face type. If you’re not sure whether your face is round, square, heart, 
triangle, or oval…this guide will illustrate the main differences between 
these 5 more common face shapes. 

A round face is characterized by soft facial angles with the jaw and forehead being 
equally wide. Some famous round faces include Selena Gomez, Miranda Kerr,

and Mila Kunis. 

The best frame options for round faces are 
those with more of a rectangular shape, a 
bold rim, and angular lines. 



A heart shape face starts more wide at the forehead and gradually becomes more 
narrow as it approaches the jaw. Some famous heart faces include Reese 

Witherspoon, Miley Cyrus, and Zooey Deschanel. 

The best frame options for heart faces are 
wider than the forehead, to better balance the 
face. Rectangular or wayfarer-style frames 
with lower detailing are a great option. 

Like the round face shape, a square face has equally-wide cheekbones, jaw, and 
forehead. Unlike a round face, square faces have more dramatic facial angles. Some 

famous square faces include Elijah Wood, Keira Knightley, and Angelina Jolie.

The best frame options for square faces 
should have more rounded than hard-angled 
features. Choose a rim a little closer to thin, 
and wider than the cheek bones. 



The most common and versatile face shape to fit, oval faces are widest in the 
cheekbones and gently narrow to the jawline and forehead. Some famous oval faces 

include Megan Fox, Jude Law, and Liv Tyler. 

The best frame options for oval faces are 
bolder-rimmed, oversized styles with 
contrasting colors or textures. Try popular 
vintage or polymer frames.

The opposite of a heart face, triangle faces are more narrow through the forehead, 
gradually getting more wide into the jaw. Some famous heart faces include Jennifer 

Aniston, Ryan Gosling, and Renee Zellweger. 

The best frame options for triangle faces are 
some of the more popular styles like cat-eye 
and aviator frames. Choose frames that are 
wider than your jawline. 



There are a few other factors that are important in choosing the perfect frames for 
your face – your skin tone, eye color, makeup habits, and even your daily activities. 

Our staff of highly-trained opticians can help you navigate the broad sea of 
designer frame styles and choose the best frames for your look and lifestyle.

Call one of our stores today and schedule your premium 
eye exam. Let us redefine your view at Naples Optical!

Naples Optical Center (Downtown Naples) – 239.263.6677
Naples Optical Too (Vineyards) – 239.353.8794

Spectacles (Mercato) – 239.566.9300
Shades (Mercato) – 239.451.6975
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